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Abstract

In recent years, many broadcast and communication satellites have been launched to start various new services, which attracts a great deal of attention on data broadcasting system using satellites. In such systems, the volume and variety of data being broadcast will increase significantly. This results in a growing demand on a system that stores a large volume of data and presents the necessary information for users in an efficient way. Highly motivated by such requirements, we propose the super active database(SADB) system which is a data receiving system based on an active database in this paper. Since the use of active database can increase the flexibility in describing the system behavior, the proposed system is well suited to receive and process many types of data. On SADB, the receiving operation management and the received data processing are separated from the rule processing unit. As a result, the SADB can process a great deal of data faster than the conventional active databases.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, many broadcast and communication satellites have been launched to start various new services, which attracts a great deal of attention on data broadcasting system using satellites. In such systems, the variety and the volume of data to be broadcast will increase significantly. In this situation, it is very hard for users to extract the valuable data.

Hence, we propose a system for receiving broadcast data based on an active database mechanism. Behaviors of the proposed active database system are described in a simple language called ECA-rules. Therefore, this system can receive and process a variety of broadcasting data by customizing ECA-rules set. Additionally, we propose a rule processing method increasing the processing speed of receiving data for handling a large amount of data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines a broadcast data receiving system. Section 3 explains an active database which is the base technology of our system and section 4 illustrates the design and the implementation of our system. Section 5 shows an application using our system. In section 6, we show the evaluation results. Section 7 presents the conclusion and future works.
the condition and the action. The event part describes an event that can occur in the system. The condition part describes conditions for executing the following action. The action part describes operations to be carried out when the event occurs and the condition parts are satisfied.

Using ECA rules, we can describe system behaviors in the event-driven manner. Further, we can customize the system functions easily by adding ECA rules to the system or by deleting some of them from the system.

### 3.2 Super Active Database System

To apply the active database mechanism for receiving broadcast data, the following functions should be provided:

- **Receiving broadcast data**
  When the system receives broadcast data, it generates an event called 'data receiving'. ECA rules that process a data receiving event choose to store or put aside the data.

- **Receiving ECA rules**
  The system can receive ECA rules. A sender can broadcast data with ECA rules such as rules for deleting the data when the data is expired, or rules for reporting user’s data accesses.

- **Timer**
  We can describe ECA rules processing the timer event. Using this function, we can describe various methods such as database optimization for every specific period of time, decreasing freshness of data and deletion of the expired data.

- **Sending/receiving data packets**
  The system can send/receive data packets and ECA rules to another SADB via LAN or Internet.

In addition, several other functions are provided such as grouping ECA rules and enabling/disabling an ECA rule.

### 3.3 ECA rule

In conventional active databases, only database operations such as SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE are concerned as an event in ECA rules. Further, active databases can carry out actions only concerning database operations. In this study, we enhance the description capability of ECA rules to fulfill various requirements of a broadcast data receiving system. Figure 1 shows the syntax of ECA rules in the SADB.

In the figure, ‘Event name’ represents the name of the event which triggers this rule. ‘Definition of variables’ defines the local variables used in this rule. ‘Conditions’ specifies the condition for executing the following actions. This part is described by the sequence of expressions. In ‘Action’, the operations to be carried out are described. Table 1, 2 show the events and the actions provided by SADB.

Moreover, SADB provides two system parameters, NEW data and OLD data for each event. The system sets the information shown in Table 3 to these parameters when the event occurs. These parameters can be used in ECA rules.

Figure 2, 3 show examples of ECA rules. In figure 2, Rule1 is a rule to store the data whose content-type is ‘HotTopics’. These ECA rules realize filtering functions. Rule2 is a rule for accounting. This rule writes accounting information when a user expends a pay data. Rule3 is a rule for adding new functions. This rule is activated on receiving a broadcast ECA rule, then, the system stores the received rule if the sender is ‘Nishio-lab’. Rule4 is a rule for managing a freshness of data. This rule decreases a freshness parameter of data in a regular period and deletes the data which is too old to be kept in the client’s database. If we use these ECA rules, we can achieve flexible cache management because we can change the handling method according to the contents of data and user’s interest.

On the other hand, it is possible to describe complex behaviors by chaining the execution of ECA rules. The set of rules in Figure 3 realizes the function to request specific information to another host by chaining three rules. ClientRule1 is activated when a user refers to the data on the client, Then, the system requests the detail of the referred data to the server. ServerRule1 is activated when receiving a request packet from ClientRule1. The rule retrieves the detail of information and sends a reply packet to the client. This packet activates ClientRule2 and the detail information is displayed on the display of the client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>Data retrieve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT</td>
<td>Data insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>Data delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE</td>
<td>Data update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECEIVE</td>
<td>Receiving a data packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMER</td>
<td>Firing a timer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<Expression 1> <operator> <Expression 2>. Expressions 1, 2 are composed by database attributes or constant values. In ‘Action’, the operations to be carried out are described. Table 1, 2 show the events and the actions provided by SADB.
Table 2. Actions provided by SADB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUERY( [expression] )</td>
<td>Database operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND( [opponent], [expression] )</td>
<td>Send a data packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT_ECA( [description] )</td>
<td>Store an ECA rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE_ECA( [identification] )</td>
<td>Delete ECA rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENABLE_ECA( [identification] )</td>
<td>Activate ECA rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABLE_ECA( [identification] )</td>
<td>Deactivate ECA rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUPING_ECA( [expression] )</td>
<td>Grouping ECA rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDDTO_GROUP( [expression] )</td>
<td>ADD rules to group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELEASE_GROUP( [expression] )</td>
<td>Remove rules from group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET_TIMER( [condition] )</td>
<td>Set a new timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILL_TIMER( [identification] )</td>
<td>Remove a timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBSCRIPT( [expression] )</td>
<td>Execute a script</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Contents of NEW data and OLD data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>NEW</th>
<th>OLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>Retrieved data</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT</td>
<td>Inserted data</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>Data after update</td>
<td>Deleted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE</td>
<td>Timer identification</td>
<td>Data before update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMER</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECEIVE</td>
<td>Received data</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Design and Implementation

In this section, we explain the design and the implementation of SADB.

#### 4.1 Assumptions on Environment

We assume the following characteristics:

- **Transmission rate:** approximately 1Mbps (transmission rate of CS digital broadcasting in Japan).
- **Data format:** multimedia files (HTML file, MPEG file, executable file and so on).
- **Data size of an item:** dozens of kilo bytes (popular data size on data broadcasting services in Japan[2][6]). However, in this study, we suppose also a few mega bytes such as a large MPEG file.
- **Frequency of data arrival:** approximately seven times per second calculated from transmission rate and data size.
- **Store rate:** if a system stores data that users need, the store rate is approximately 1/400 calculated from frequency of data arrival.

#### 4.2 System structure

Figure 4 illustrated the system structure of the SADB. The Data Receiving Part receives the broadcasted data and generates an event of data receiving. The DB Management Part accepts the demands of operation in terms of the database and processes the database operation.

4.3 Rule Processing Method

We implemented the Rule Processing Part with a conventional technology decreasing the processing cost of ECA rules such as a transformation technique for storing ECA rules into an intermediate format and a clustering technique of the ECA rules.

However, supposing a satellite broadcasting environment, this mechanism may not be suitable for keeping the processing speed, on account of the rule evaluation process, enough to process a large volume of received data. A data receiving event is generated every time when a broadcasting data arrives. Note that we supposed 7 times per second and it is very highly costed for the system to retrieve rules corresponding to every event.

Then, it generates a database event. The Rule Processing Part detects events generated on the system and processes them. This part retrieves ECA rules in response to an generated event and evaluates the condition of these ECA rules. Then, it processes the action of the ECA rule. The Application Interface Part communicates with other SADBs or applications. The User Interface Part provides a graphical user interface for user to input ECA rules and operate the database.

Figure 2. An example of ECA-Rules

```plaintext
create rule Rule1 on RECEIVE
where new.header = ‘HotTopics’
then do
  QUERY( "INSERT INTO DataStore
VALUES( new.id,new.data )" );
create rule Rule2 on SELECT
where new.price > 0
then do
  QUERY( "UPDATE PayInfo SET ACCOUNTING = ACCOUNTING + %s", new.price );
create rule Rule3 on RECEIVE
where new.header = ‘ECA_RULE’
new.from = ‘Nishio-lab’
then do
  INSERT ECA( new.eca_definition );
create rule Rule4 on TIMER
where new.name = ‘UPDATE_TIMER’
then do
  QUERY( "UPDATE DataStore SET Verdure = Verdure - 1" );
  QUERY( "DELETE * FROM DataStore WHERE Verdure = 0" );
```

Figure 3. An example of chain ECA-Rules

```plaintext
create rule ClientRule1 on SELECT
then do
  SEND( ‘DataServer’, ‘RequestDetail’, ‘name:’, new.name );
create rule ServerRule1 on RECEIVE
String ResponseData
where new.header = ‘RequestDetail’
then do
  ResponseData = QUERY( "SELECT FROM DetailData WHERE Name=%s", new.name );
  SEND( new.from, ‘ResponseDetail’, ‘data:’, ResponseData );
create rule ClientRule2 on RECEIVE
where new.header = ‘ResponseDetail’
then do
  VBSCRIPT( ‘MSGBOX “%s”’, new.data );
```
much improvement in the speed using the Rule List.

Nevertheless, we cannot expect so much improvement in the speed using the Rule List.

The storing format of the Rule List in the ECA Rule Database excludes the event information from generally stored in the intermediate format, and stored into the Rule List on the Data Receiving Part. Therefore, when received data does not match the primary filtering, we can expect the improvement of the speed compared with the conventional method because the system must evaluate the condition part of each rule using the result of primary filtering.

We describe the evaluation of this method by actual measurement in section 6.

5. Application

In this section, we describe the broadcast data receiving application using the SADB for showing that various services in broadcasting environments can be realized with the SADB.

By using the rule mechanism of SADB, we can deal with broadcasting data flexibly. As an application which actually use the rule mechanism, we propose the Active Information Store(AIS) which stores and accesses required information by integrating the SADB and a user oriented information filtering mechanism with a tree structure. Because the AIS provides a tree structure as a user interface too, users can access information only by tracing the tree structure.

A tree structure expresses a user’s interest and the system dynamically change this structure according to the access pattern of the user. The concrete algorithm is described in [8]. Generally, in order to receive the current broadcast service, a dedicated application is needed and a user has to use a different application for data accessing for each service. Then, the AIS unifies the data which are broadcast from various information sources with the SADB and it enables the system to handle broadcast data seamlessly. Therefore, a user can access data without seamless access.

Figure 4. The system structure of SADB

Figure 5. The rule processing method in the high-speed mode

Rule List. If the Data Receiving Part decides that the received data is unnecessary, it does not notify the Rule Processing Part, but the next data is processed.

In this way, it saves the processing time to carry the information of received data to the Rule Processing Part and to retrieve rules from the ECA Rule Database. Moreover, when received data does not match the primary filtering but the data is filtered using the Rule List, we can expect the improvement of the speed compared with the conventional method because the system must evaluate the condition part of each rule using the result of primary filtering.

We describe the evaluation of this method by actual measurement in section 6.
being aware of the difference by the information sources.

The structure of the AIS is illustrated in Figure 6. In the figure, the Information Filtering Part generates ECA rules according to the user’s interest expressed by the tree structure and sends them to the SADB. Moreover, this part detects the change of the user’s interest by access patterns of the user. When this part detects the change, new ECA rules are generated and the system changes the tree structure according to the user’s new interest. In this way, the user can access data via the new tree structure. In addition, using ECA rules, the AIS provides various other functions including the function which changes the evaluation value of data in response to progress of time, detects the expiration of time-limited data and deletes it, and exchanges a filter information by exchanging ECA rules with other SADBs.

A snapshot of the prototype system is shown in Figure 7. We should mention that we do not use broadcasting services via satellites in the prototype. In this research, we implemented the data broadcasting server which broadcasts data i) broadcasted with a data-broadcasting service on the internet, ii) broadcasted with ground wave data-broadcasting service, iii) which is the homepage data on the internet collected using the robot program which is developed in this study. Then, the prototype system of the AIS receives and shows data broadcasted from this server.

The broadcasting data covers a lot of types such as an HTML document, plain text, graphic file, and sound file. The amount of data which the broadcasting server actually broadcasts was approximately 1000 items / 8M bytes per a day. The AIS receives, filters, and classifies them. The User Interface Part handles the received data from different information sources in a uniform manner. Therefore, a user can use data without being conscious of a difference in information sources. When a user chooses an item on the user interface, the content of the selected item are displayed on a WWW browser. As the WWW browser, we use the Netscape Communicator 5.

In our experimental use of this system, the number of ECA rule was approximately 20 at the start time. After being used for 1 week, the number became 26. Although the number of rules increases by the change of the user’s interest, unnecessary rules are deleted and the number of rules in the whole system becomes stabilized in a long run. In this way, we examined dozens of rules is enough to operate the system.

6. Evaluation and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the proposed system by showing the performance evaluation of the rule processing capability of the SADB.

6.1 Evaluation

We implemented and evaluated the high-speed rule processing mechanism described in section 4. We evaluated the system using the AIS actually running on personal computer(Windows98, Mobile PentiumII 266MHz, 128Mbyte Memory). We measured the rule processing time of a conventional method and the high-speed mode when the implemented broadcast server broadcasts HTML and image data repeatedly.

The results are presented in Figure 8, 9, and 10. The broadcast item consists of two or more HTML files and image files. The size of each data is approximately dozens of Kbytes. Moreover, we adjusted broadcast data so that the rate of storing data becomes about 1/400 according to the environmental assumption described in section 4.1. Furthermore, the transmission rate of the broadcast server was set to 1Mbps. Events without a data retrieving event were made to occur at random (1 time per second in the average). In all graphs, the rule processing time for 30 events is shown in the vertical axis.

Figure 8 shows the change of the processing time in the case of changing the number of ECA rules in the system from 10 to 50. In general applications of the SADB, a system usually handles approximately 10 to 20 of ECA rules. However, ECA rules for filtering increases according to the complexity of filtering. This graph shows that the increase in processing time in the response to
Figure 8. The system performance in the response to the number of ECA-Rules

Figure 9. The system performance in the response to the receiving-rule ratio

the increase of the number of ECA rules is suppressed in the high-speed mode compared with the conventional method.

Figure 9 shows the change of the processing time in the case that the number of rules is fixed to 50. Here, we changed the ratio of the number of the rule for handling the data receiving event. Since most events are data receiving events, if the rate of the number of a data receiving rule increases, the processing time increases in both methods. If there are few rules for receiving data, the difference of both methods hardly appears because they perform the same processing. However, the merit of this method comes out as the ratio of the number of rules processing a data receiving event becomes large.

In general, if the number of rules increases, the ratio of the number of rules processing a data receiving event becomes high. This is because many additional rules are required for filtering. From the above, the proposed method is effective in the broadcasting environment.

Figure 10 shows the change of processing time in the case that all rules process the data receiving event and we change the ratio of the number of a rule using a simple header comparison regarding to a rule using the Rule List. As described in section 4.3, the use of a simple header comparison rule contributes to the improvement of the processing speed. Especially, in the case that all rules are simple header comparison, it is accelerated sharply compared with the conventional method.

In the assumed environment, the minimum number of ECA rules required is small and additional rules are those for filtering received data. Moreover, many filtering rules perform a filtering by simple comparisons such as “sports data is needed” and “data related to animation is unnecessary” in the practical sense. Therefore, the proposed method is suitable to the assuming environment.

However, using proposed method, the system cannot guarantee the execution order of ECA rules because the rule processing is done by two modules in the method. Therefore, the system has to use the conventional method if the execution order should be guaranteed.

As for the event-processing capability, the evaluation result shows that the processing capability in the high-speed mode is approximately 10 to 50 events per a second. It turns out that this system can be useful in such cases even if there are approximately 50 ECA rules in the system. However, if the bandwidth increases in the future, more efficient methods are needed.

6.2 Related Work

As related work of the system, there is an extended system of an active database like SADB, Active Mobile Database System(AMDS)[9]. The AMDS is an active database system proposed as a base system of a mobile computing environment. The AMDS has similar functions as the SADB, such as the detection of receiving packet, and the transmission/reception of ECA rules. The aim of the AMDS is the management of mobile hosts and collecting data from mobile host in a mobile computing environment. On the other hand, that of the SADB is a base system in the broadcast environment to receive and
filter data. Therefore, the AMDS has the functions of manage-ment of mobile hosts such as detecting connection to/disconnection from the AMDS’s cell. However both of the systems have similar functions, the SADB has to process the great deal of events because the data receiving event of the SADB occurs much more than the connecting/disconnecting event of the AMDS. Consequently, the SADB has the function that process the generated event in the high speed mode.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we designed and implemented the super active database system, a system for efficiently receiving broadcast data. Our system can deal with various kinds of data without being conscious of the difference of data types. Moreover, we evaluated the performance of the SADB and quantitatively shown the amount of data which can be dealt by the proposed system.

In the future, we will improve the processing mechanism of ECA rules corresponding to the increase of traffic. What is more, we will consider the safety of a system such as the detection of an infinite loop of ECA rules, the management of access levels[3][10].
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